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Abstract

Gaedov Yu.A., Klifflenko K.O., Tikhonin F.F.

On Radiative Detection of Neutral Particles produced in e
+
e"-Collisions. Serpukhov,

1983.

p. 11. (ШЕР 83-89).

Refs. II.

The photon spectra from the reaction e e~ -• у + "unobserved neutrals" for different types

of pairs fro» "unobsorved neutrals" bare been studied In вове details .The initial par-

ticle masses have been taken into account.Their effect proved to be negligible,as it has been

checked for the case v Ц. But, generally speaking, this is not obvious. Besides, theae cal-

culations nade it possible to carry out the integration over tho «hole variation ran$e of

the photos azimuthal emission angle. The influence of the masses of a pbotino pair 'уу'оп the

spectrum behaviour has been calculated. It turned out that in other references this effect

was incorrectly taken into account. Moreover we displayed a sharp difference between the

spectrim In the case of a SS-pnir (spin 3/2 gravltino—antigravitino) and the ones for spin

1/2 pairs, which also contradicts the results obtained by other authors.

Аннотация

Гнедов Ю.А., Клименко К.Г., Тяховнн Ф.Ф.
О радиационной регистрации нейтральных часткц, рожденных в е+о""-стопкновеннях. Серпухов,

1983.
11 стр. (ИФВЭ ОТ* 8 3 - 8 9 )
Бнблногр. 11.
Подробно изучены спектры У-кзаптов из реакции в в ~ •» -у + * unobserved neutrals " для

различных типов пар на "unobserved neutrcls" Учтены массы начальных частиц. Их эффект оказал-
ся незначительным как проверено для случая " { Kf , что вообще говоря, неочевидно. Кроме того, бла-
годаря этому учету стало возможным провести интегрирование по всей области изменения азимутального
угла выпета у-кванта. Вычвслено влоянне масс пары фотино у у на поведение спектра, оказалось, что
этот аффект в работах других авторов учтен неверно. В случае поры 6 6 (граввтнно-автигравнтино со
спином 3/2) показано резкое отлнчие спектра от случаев пар со спином 1/2, что также противоречит
результатам других авторов.
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пгаадросткж

The intensive theoretical elaborations of supersymmetry,as well

as of supergravity/l/, brought us urgently to the necessity of

the experimental research in this region. The basic direction here

is a search for supersymmetric partners of ordinary particles and

a graviton partner in a supergravitation doublet - the spin 3/2

gravitino G. The phenomenological analysis of possible mechanisms

of their production and decay is quite as uncertain as their matter

coupling constants and masses are; and, to this, the estimations

of the latter, depending on the mechanism of supersymmetry breaking,

vary in the extremely wide interval. For example, for mg this inter-

val is from 10~
7
 key/

2
*/ to hundreds of GeV

/ 3 /
. However, it seems

quite necessary to make attempts for their search already at the

present accelerators,at least to impose restrictions on masses and

coupli££ constants. Search for these particles In badron beams/4/
is hampered by large background processes; therefore it seems that
experiments on the e+e~-colliding beams will be first real steps in
this direction. Perhaps, the most attractive process here is the
following one:

e+e~ -*y + unobserved neutrals (1)

(see refs./5/, especially the concluding sentence of paper/5*/).
Due to the richness of the supersymmetric particles spectrum

and the miscellaneous content of their spins, masses and coupling
constants,one needs thorough calculations of the photon spectra.
These spectra are the only source of Information for different cases,
and this information may be used to define the properties of the
components from "unobserved neutrals". In particular, it mmy be use-
ful for the definition of their spin, as will be shown below. Unfor-
tunately, previous works except ref./**/, either underestimated
this fact or contained incorrect calculations/50»«/. In this paper
we have also corrected the mistake of ref ./*•/ caused by the erro-
neous accout for the masaes of pbotlno у produced in process (1).
Also the analysis of the possibilities to extend the integration

range over the photon azimuths! smisalnm angle mas been made, sad



it waŝ  shown that one may place the detecting apparatus closer to

the e~-beams titan it was supposed. This would help to increase the

number of events. Note also, that the results given here may be

reffered equally well to more traditional questions, for example,

counting the number of neutrino-types, search for neutral heavy

leptons, etc.

I. ON PHOTON AZDIUTHAL EMISSION ANGLE

(ACCOUNT FOR e^MASS)

The high-energy limit (up to the Z
Q
- production- threshold) of

the cross-section of process (1), where "unobserved neutrals" =

=
 v

±

v
 , has the ^^

2 oG s

x(i-y2) z 4

In this expression N v i s a possible number of neutrino types, g»
and g. are the Salam-Weinberg constants, x = E,/E ., у ж cos0 v . In

' e
one of the earlier papers it was offered to use in practical cal-

culations the integration range of cross-section (2) over у in the

limit 20° < e
y
 4 160° in order to avoid possible mistakes because

of the singular behaviour of the factor l/(l-y
2
) at small <y .Then

this suggestion was used in the analysis of possible experiments'
6
^.

At the same time, at these large angles we lose in the absolute va-

lue of the cross-section, since process (1) is a bremsstrahlung one.

Besides, the rejected terms are sometimes comparable in magnitude

with those taken into account. As an example, this may occur in the

case of the single W-boson production in the reaction e*e~ •*

•* е~¥ +»
е
^Л Finally, the low-energy behaviour of the cross-saction

of process (l)may tern out to be useful, in particular, for the

bstrophysical applications'
9
'. All these arguments lead to the

necessity to take into account the e~ mass. The corresponding cross-

section is given in the Appendix.lt also includes the resonance fac-

tor corresponding to the Z
o
-boson for the energies above the produc-

tion threshold of the latter. For comparison with (2) we give the

cross-section Integrated over the whole interval of у (А.З), in

which only the terms, comparable with (2), are present.y
a(3$s

. (fn 2- -1) (1 - ж * | - ( 3 )



Practical calculations of the cross-sections both with the help of
expression (A. 3) and (3) (see ref.^

5l
5 show that;

1) the augmentation to the cross section due to m is small
(it is only 4%); and, which is, probably, more important,

2) expression (2) may be integrated up to vary small в (to 1
and smaller, though it seems that 0^i 2° * 3° are practically use-
less), and the difference with the corresponding integrated expres-
sion (A.I) is Insignificant. However, the analysis performed
shows that in the experiments one may be not "afraid" to narrow 6

y

because of possible differoncies between the theory and practical
results.

2. MASSIVE SPIN 1/2 PARTICLE PRODUCTION BY MECHANISM (1)

In recent* experiments at DESY' ' no neutral heavy leptons with
the electron quantum number have been found up to the masses « 24GeV.
But it is possible that stable leptons with other quantum numbers
exist with relatively small masses and mixed V- and A-type coup-
lings. In supersymmetry theories photino, for example, belongs to
this type of particles. In any case.the search for them in the
processes of type (1) needs a thorough theoretical estimations of
production probabilities. In the recent paper'

56
' comparatively

full analysis of this question is given, but, unfortunately, it is
based on the expression for the cross-section which is not quite
correct in that part which deals with the account for masses • » .
Besides, the "correct" part of the analyzed cross-section refers
only to the (V-A)-variant of the photino interaction, while for the
particles of this type one should most probably expect a mixture of
the V- and A-variants as in the Salam-weinberg case. In ref,'

5e
'

the procedure of talcing into account masses f consisted, in fact,
in multiplying cross-section (2) for the masslese pair by the
'p-warve factor" j8

3
 « (l - 4тр/в(1-х))

3
/

2
, taking into account the

part x of the energy which is carried away by photon. Direct calcu-
lations do not justify such an assumption. To remove this inaccuracy,
here we give the jsross-section with account for the masses of the
produced pair (yy) a ~ . The notations are the same as In (2):

? &
 Г

 / '



where f. „ are the coupling constants of the pair (yy) with matter.
A, V

It can easily be seen, that in the case of pure versions of (У-А)
(f,. = f.) this expression turns into (2) with the factor

A = [1 - 4m|/s(l-x)]*[l - m~/s(l-x)], but not with B=tl-4m|/s(l-x)]
 2

as it is stated in ref.^
56
/ (in accordance with the remark made in

the introduction to this point). To demonstrate the difference bet-

ween these two factors, we offer the table, which represents the

ratio A/B for s

ferent x:

1444 GeV (PETRA energy) and m~ = 10 GeV fez dif-

Table 1

X

A/B

0 . 1

1.33

0 . 2

1.4

0 . 3

1.5

0 . 4

1.64

0 . 5

1.9

0 . 6

2.7

0.7

«= 10

As may be seen from this Table, the difference between two cross-

sections is rather substantial, even at small x. moreover, the fac-

torization proposed in ref./5e/ is absolutely unjustified in the

case of the arbitrarily mixed variants V and A.

In our practical calculations we mean a possibility of perfor-

ming the experiment at PETRA with energy 19x19 GeV
2
. The Salam-

Weinberg constants at sin
2
0_ * 0.23 were also used. The integration

" " ° °
n 0 _ * 0.23

was carried out in the "traditional

V(A)-variant corresponds to

= f V - 1/2. One should pay at

interval 20°^ 0

ion to

160°. The

Y ± A
er low values of cross-

V

sections given below, i.e. in the average do/dx - 1 0 " " cm
2
. These

values may increase essentially first with the growth of s(<r~-s ),

secondly, in the range of the peak caused by Z°-boson, they increase

approximately by 4 orders (it is trivial to include the correspon-

ding factor, see Appendix), and, then in the case of the photino

pair production the prefactor in (4) cG
2
. s(g^ + g^)/12«

2
 is replaced

i where m~ is scalar quark mass (unknown). The ratio
by 2a s/3mi , m~

of the given "coupling constants" is in favour of the latter by

2f3 orders, so that the restriction a > 10"
3 8
 cm

2
 which is necessary

for the experiment, becomes greater in the case of a photino already

at energies s = 1444 GeV
2
 (РУГВА) for the wide mass range of а аса

lar quark (up to •« * 90 GeV). One should also note, that x-depen-
B

dencies of different variants are such that they may be distinguis-

hed experimentally. And thus they will help to decide what pair is

namely produced in the experiment. Here the greater the mass m^is,

the larger is the difference between the Interaction variants,

rer, Table 2 speaks for itself:

6



Table 2

m = 5 GeV

X

0 . 1

0 . 2

0 . 3

0 . 4

0 . 5

0 . 6

0.7

0 . 8

0 . 9

d- ( V ) /dx

(10-3 9cm2)

33.4

13.4

6.98

3.99

2.35

1.36

0.73

0.32

0.06

da<A>/dx

(10-3 9cm2)

29.7

11.8

6.07

3.45

2.02

1.18

0.67

0.34

0.06

d* ( V-A>/dx

(10- 3 9 c- 2 )

31.6

12.6

6.52

3.72

2.18

1.27

0.70

0.33

0.08

a = 10 GeV

do<V) / d x

(10~ 3 9c* 2)

32.1

12.6

6.42

3.49

1.87

0.88

0.22

— 0

~ 0

d*<A>/dx

<10~39cm2)

19.4

7.20

3.46

1.79

0.93

0.46

0.14

~ 0

~ 0

d . ( V - A > / d x

(10~3 9/c*2)

25.7

9 . 9

4.93

2.64

. 1.40

0.66

0.18

- 0

^ 0

3. GBAVITHfO PRODUCTION IN PROCESS (1)

Again by "eravltino" we mean any spin 3/2 particle (not only of

a supersymmetric type) - this may be heavy leptons, probably, quarks

or "preons" composites. That is why one also chooses the type of

interaction for them as a combination of V- and A-varlante
f
 namely

3/2 т 5

J (x) * f Ф"(х)у„ (hy + h
A
y )^^(х) (5)

where ^„(x) is the Rarita-Schwlnger spin-vector. In practical cal

culatlons we put f- V^T. Differential cross section corresponding

to this current reads/
11
/.

864»x(l~x)

hj)

2 2-2X+X
2

-—
1-y

2
J

^I (6)

V



In this expression Q =s(l-x) the cross section with account of the
initial particle masses is given in the Appendix with the same pur-
pose as in the case for spin 1/2 pair production. For the case
under consideration the integral over 0 can be extended to the
smallest values with no account for m . Nevertheless as we can

see in othe
of 20° .£ 6

/5c e/
ks ' , integration was carried out in the limit

,v N °. As an example, we chose m^. = 5 GeV, and h«=O.r Q л
The x-distribution is presented in Table 3.

Table 3

X

da/dx

d^<aey)Pb
dx

?HC ". \ У)РЬ
dx i i

0 . 1

0.577

0.439

0 . 2

0.181

0.176

0 . 3

0.072

0.092

0 . 4

0.030

0.053

0 . 5

0.012

0.032

0 . 6

0.004

0.019

0 . 7

0.001

0.011

O.S

~ 0

0.006

0 . 9

0.002

In this Table photon x-distribution from e
+
e" •* v ~ у with H = 3

(see formula (2)) is presented for comparison. The Table does not
give the results for the cases 1 L * & «0.5 and L = 0, h» «0.5,

though they were calculated, and for mass values in the interval

of 1 GeV 4 m ^ lOGeV as well.These last cases do not change the ge-

G
neral result, i.e. stronger dependence of photon x-distribution from
e e" -» 65

p

than fro» e
+
e~ -*vV y as one can see from Table 3.

This is just the result which is important for definition of the

type of a pair produced in the process under investigation. In this

connection one should make a note as follows. In Fayet's work/®
0
''

a similar process (e
+
e~ •* fej) has been discussed to vith the view

to search for gravitino, but for practical estimations he used cross

section (2) which is suitable only if both particles from "unobser-
ved neutrals" have spin 1/2. If so, we shall never be able to

distinguish experimentally production of (GG) or (д*Э pair from that

of the new neutrino pair if the number of types for the last one

>3„ in case of "pure gravitino" (which corresponds to supergravi-
tation) its coupling with matter is very small, that Is

y
'
8
*
G
Kewton "

 4
'

1 0
~

1
* GeV"

1
. Then the only possibility to obserw

gravitino production at modern accelerators 1> when it* mas* la

also very small: m^ -10~
7
 eV. Then as one can see from fcrania (6)

G

8



this possibility of observation will be obliged to It? first mem-

ber in braces which is proportional to I/mi. In this case the dif-
G

ference in the x-distribution for two processes is expressed as
follows:

and this difference can be observed in experiment.

CONCLUSION

Three main results of the paper are as follows.

1. In the case of e
+
e~-« у + "unobserved neutrals" reaction the

detection apparatus can be located in such a way as to cover the
space as big as possible at an azimuthal angle 0 which helps to
enlarge the counting rate.

2. In _the expression for cross section of the process e
+
e~ •*

-» y + y + y mass effect of a produced Dair is carefully taken into
account because earlier calculations'^' were not correct. Evalua-
tions of у quantum distributions of this reaction are Bade with _
the proper factors, corresponding to the case of a massive pair (yyi

3. Production of particles of spin 3/2 in reactions of type (1)
has been studied, x-dependence of photon distributions is ahown
to be able to serve as a signature for their search and it sharply
differs from a smaller spins of a produced pair. The defect of

w o r k
/ 5 c /

 w
h

e r e
 th

e
 x-distribution is wrong, has been corrected.
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Appendix

With account for the initial particle masses m, the cross-sec-
tion of the process e

+
e" -» y^

v
^ takes the form

«
2
° /.Iff!:

10
,,, - -

2((g
y
 + g

A
) Ф

г
(х,у) + (gy - g

A
)

where

2 _2
3-5- (2-х) • -- ---

 +

S S 1-Х

2
 > /

2 2
 =

2

The cross-section of the reaction e*e~~» f+ Q + g ±
я
 (m is the mass

of initial leptons):



a - аЛ /ИГ
64 я2 s-4m2

4af
i Яs У

r d x / 44

Г2

4u + --L(---)[ -2+2x - 4ux + 8u2- x 2 l]L()

- 22u + - £ n ( ~ - ) f ( l - x ) 2 -
V 1—V *-

W h e r e
2 2 2

Г ^ )
9-g

О 1 ">

ф + 1<«2 -
2.2

(10 +227Q

16 2
- h ) ,

A

27Q

Q = s( l-x) , u = M2/s, v = л/1-м2/Е2

+ .

11
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